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In Brief 
BY CORY MILLER 
ASSITANT NEWS EDITOR 
Illusion artists perform in 
the UC 
Every Nation and Associ­
ated Students are bringing 
MAZE to UC forum AB 
April 11 at 7:30 p.m. 
These artists of illusion 
perform acts and stunts 
ofreality and encorporate 
discussion into their perfor­
mance. 
IPJ presents women peace­
makers movie 
IPJ presents the movie 
"Reversing the Ripples 
War" profiling 2005 Women 
PeaceMakers from Cambo­
dia, the Philippines, Uganda 
and Zimbabwe. 
The movie shows tonight 
at 7 p.m. at the IPJ and the 
event is free. 
Center for Christianity 
hosts field trip 
Carolyn Osiek, RSCJ is 
organizing "Geography as a 
Metaphor for the Spiritual 
Life." The field trip will will 
include mountains, desert 
and the ocean. Pre-register 
and meet at Solomon Hall at 
8 a.m. today. 
Students for Life hold pho­
tography contest 
In order to educate the 
USD community on all facets 
and stages of human life, 
Studetns for Life is holding 
a photography contest. 
Photos are due Fri., April 
19 to UC 238 by 4 p.m. 
Photos should try to cap­
ture the celebration of life 
in any of its many perspec­
tives, keeping in mind the 
LIFE Week theme: Living is 
for Everyone. 
Monetary prizes of $150, 
$100, $50 go to first, second 
and third place respectively. 
THIS WEEK 
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Annual Walk for Hope hosted on campus 
BY LAURA GIVEN 
STAFF WRITER 
Catholic Relief Services makes AIDS personal 
The Catholic Relief Services AIDS exhibit, going on all week in the lower level of the UC, profiles 
orphans whose lives are drastically changed from AIDS. Featured in the interactive display are 
pictures and short stories created by children who have been orphaned or suffer from the disease. 
MENS TENNIS 
SERVES UP ANOTH­
ER WIN AGAINST 
THE IVY LEAGUE 









BY DANA FLACK 
STAFF WRITER 
Blending the musical dy­
namics of Lisa Cella on flute 
and Franklin Cox on cello, the 
University of Maryland based 
duo C Squared brought a vi­
brant blend of contemporary 
classical music to the French 
Parlor as part of a USD Music 
Program special concert. 
"I love the directness of the 
emotion," Cella said, "It's raw 
and very instant." 
The concert, which took 
place on Wed., March 21, fea­
tured a variety of contemporary 





Campus Focus P. 5 
The second annual 
Walk For Hope, a three -K 
and five-K walk boasted 
over 2,600 participants, 
more than double last 
year's number. The walk 
is a fundraiser for breast 
cancer research, treat­
ment and education. 
Walkers gathered on 
the west side of campus 
on Saturday morning. 
USD has been the loca­
tion for the walk since 
its inception in 2006. 
Funds raised from 
the walk are contributed 
to City of Hope, a bio­
medical research, treat­
ment and educational 
institution dedicated to 
the prevention and cure 
of cancer and other life-
threatening diseases. Its San 
Diego office has only three 
employees - all of whom are 
USD alumni. 
"I am a very proud alum. 
RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA 
Women of all ages participated in the Walk For Hope to raise money for treatment and medical research. 
It was a huge honor to be able 
to work with USD. I knew it 
matched the heart and soul of 
the cause," event coordinator 
Brenna Maizel said. 
Maizel was extremely ap­
preciative of the USD commu­
nity and all its efforts. 
"The students were so 
fantastic. They really raised 
awareness to get over 400 USD 
students and faculty involved 
with the event." 
See HOPE, page 2 
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publ ic safety report  
Sports Center Main 
Building: At ap­
p r o x i m a t e l y  
3:51 p.m. Public 
Safety respond­
ed to the theft 
of a laptop com­
puter from a pri­
vate office. Upon 
investigation 
there were no 




ly 11:13 a.m. 
Public Safety re­
sponded to a re­
port of the theft 
of two guitars 
from a private 
office. Upon in­
vestigation there 
were no signs of 
forced entry. 
West Parking Ga­
rage- Sth floor: At 
approximately 
12:20 a.m. Public 
Safety respond­
ed to a report of 
a vehicle that 
was struck with 
an unknown ob­
ject causing mi­
nor damage to 





12:14 a.m. Public 
Safety respond­
ed to a complaint 
of an individual 
skateboarding 





and advised of 
the University's 
skating policy. 
San Miguel: At ap­
proximately 5:16 
p.m. Public Safe­
ty responded to 
a report of the 




San Miguel: At ap­
proximately 2:48 
p.m. Public Safe­
ty responded to 
a report of the 
theft of a planner 
from a secured 
resident hall 
room. No other 
items were re­
ported missing. 






for Minor in Pos­
session and one 
resident student 
for being in the 
presence of alco­
hol. 
San Louis Hall: At 
approximately 
3:32 a.m. Public 
Safety responded 
to a complaint of 
excessive noise 




n o n - s t u d e n t s  




d e n t  w a s  n o t  
present at the 
time of the inci­
dent. 
Founders Hall: At 
approximately 
2:26 p.m. Public 
Safety respond­
ed to a report of 




tigation the soap 
dispenser had 
been removed 
from the wall 
and a handle had 
been broken off 
the sink. 
lest Lot: At 
approximately 
7:26 a.m. Public 
Safety respond­
ed to a report of 
the theft of a cop­
per plate bussing 
from a construc­
tion site. 





dents for Minor 
in Posession. 
If you need help 
or see something 
suspicious, contact 
Public Safety at ext. 
7777. 
Walkers fundraise for cancer 
HOPE, continued 
Sophomore Alexa Grcich 
said. "To see the names 
on the back of the shirts 
really made you think 
about who this is affecting 
and what we are walking 
for. It meant a lot to me 
to be able to walk with 
my mom and to share the 
experience with so many 
other women." 
After so much prepara­
tion, Maizel explains that 
her favorite part about the 
experience was seeing so 
many others show their 
concern for the cause that 
she works so hard to sup­
port. 
"It gives me that grass­
roots feeling of really con­
necting to the community 
of San Diego," she said. 
"To see the grandparents, 
the kids, the survivors - it 
gives you that personal 
human touch of realizing 
that people truly care." 
Those who registered 
may continue to show 
their concern and raise 
money for breast cancer 
until April 24. 
Incentive prizes were 
awarded according to how 
much money is raised by 
each individual. Prizes 
range from a long-sleeve 
Walk for Hope t-shirt to 
a one-night stay at any 
participating Hilton hotel 
in the continental United 
States. 
Founders hall hosts duo debut 
Duo, continued 
classical pieces, such as 
"Escaping The Delta" by 
Matt Malsky, "Hymen II" 
by Anneliese Weibel and 
"Flux" by Jason Eckardt. 
Dr. Chris Adler, a USD 
faculty member who has 
been writing music for the 
past 15 years, wrote one 
of the pieces performed, 
"Petit Hommage a Jehan 
Alain". 
"Although I perform 
and love the music of 
all of these composers, 
in retrospect none has 
burned so deeply into my 
musical identity and com­
positional voice as that of 
Jehan Alain," Adler said. 
In another piece, titled 
"Mirrors," there were not 
only the distinct sounds of 
the cello and the flute, but 
Cella added sullen whis­
pers that gave a sort of 
eerie tone to the piece. 
"[I love] the more 
physical stuff," Cella said. 
"A lot of breath sounding 
noises and just very ener­
gized." 
According to Cella 
and Cox, the piece "En­
chanted Preludes" was 
their greatest piece in 
their repertoire. The title 
of the piece comes from a 
poem by Wallace Stevens, 
titled "The Pure Good of 
Theory." The cello was 
especially dynamic and 
had a lot of power in the 
piece. 
"The cello has a huge 
range, and that's not what 
you get in just classical 
music," Cox said. 
C Squared is a rela­
tively new duet that will 
continue playing for vari­
ous universities and events 
throughout the year. 
"We are trying to create 
a repertoire and perform­
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*Last week was not the 
first time that AS has held 
a student debate for the AS 
presidency, Front page 
3 March 29,2007 The Vista 
Residential 
Learning Communities 
The residence halls are more than just a place to live! 
Experience life with other students who share your ideals... 
Alcala Vista Apartments 
• University Ministry • Social Change • Leadership • 
University Terrace Apartments 
• University Ministry • 
Manchester Village 
• Wisdom for the Real World • 
Please see the Residential Learning Communities (RLC) brochure available from 
your Resident Assistant or at the Office of Residential Life for additional information 
regarding the exciting opportunities listed above. 
New Mission Apartments and Cafe Fitness Center 
Important Upcoming Deadlines 
Wednesday, April 11 
Last day to sign up for Residential Learning Communities (except for Wisdom for the 
Real World which will accept applications through 5 p.m. on the April 20 deadline) 
Friday, April 13 
Last day to sign up for "Squatter's Rights" 
Friday, April 20 at 5 p.m. 
Last day/time to submit campus housing application online [Please make your $250 
campus housing prepayment at Cashier's Office prior to 4 p.m. when that office 
closes.] 
Apply online now to live on campus! 
www.sandiego.edu/residentiallife 
March 29,2007 Campus Focus mtuteur@usdvista.com The ViSta 
Serenity Now! 
BY MAHINA TUTEUR 
CAMPUS FOCUS EDITOR 
College students simply do not 
have the time to commit 40 days to 
spiritual quests, let alone a lifetime 
to find inner peace. Senior J Noland 
has managed to compress this tradi­
tion of detachment into a four day 
ritual all his own. He is meditating 
all week for his senior thesis, entitled 
"Seven Tons of Sand." 
Noland has converted the Sacred 
Heart Gallery into a sanctuary amidst 
the hustle and bustle of campus life. 
Covered with seven tons of soft white 
sand, as the title suggests, the room 
has been transformed into a symbolic 
desert. Small candles light the make­
shift altar, the centerpiece amid the 
overwhelming darkness. 
Noland's experiment with the 
solitude and mystery of the desert 
is refreshing. His thesis paper calls 
the environment one of "vision and 
revelation" and demonstrates how 
he incorporates the three religions 
developed there - Christianity, Islam 
and Judaism - into his own rituals. 
Luminated by a little red bulb, the 
altar is filled with various religious 
artifacts, like spices and rabbits feet. 
Master of his desert domain, the 
maverick has taken a vow of silence 
and has committed to fasting for the 
week. I wanted to take a tiny part 
in this exercise in serenity amongst 
chaos, but just couldn't control my 
chai tea inspired madness. 
I tried to use my measly fifteen 
minutes in the dark abyss to calm 
down, but couldn't. I wrote hurriedly 
in the sand with a bird tallon and 
even snuck in a few whispers above 
the silence to communicate faster. I 
spit out the cloves given to me to at­
tract good spirits and grimaced at the 
bitter taste of the fasting juice. I had 
" to leave because I just couldn't stand 
my own consuming hunger. 
Every time I sensed I was making 
progress toward obtaining a semi-
clear mind, thoughts of a paper or test 
would force its way into my cluttered 
brain. Although I wasn't able to con­
centrate all my energy on achieving 
absolute tranquility, I did have the 
chance to observe how candlelight 
flickers and note the exact shape of 
my boyfriend's toes. 
It's incredibly depressing that I 
am unable to foresake just one single 
day in my busy schedule to pause 
and take a deep breath. If I took the 
plunge and really cut myself off from 
communication for one day, I would 
be screwed for the rest of the week. 
J Noland was unable to be reached 
for comment. But he did write in the 
sand, "Read Paper."* 
Spiritual enlightenment, not yet. 
I'll schedule that in after graduation. 
Thank God, Allah, Jah and Krishna 
for spring break. 
Baum's story illustrates "inescapably 
human" side to Israeli-Palestinian conflict 
BY COURTNEY HOFFMAN 
STAFF WRITER 
Searing tensions, violence, blood­
shed and a continuing hotbed of conflict 
is characteristic of the current relation­
ship between Israelis and Palestinians. 
Yet beyond the grand scope of the pre­
vailing predicament there lies a more 
personal and intimate vantage point 
from which to view the crisis over one 
piece of land. 
Storyteller Noa Baum's compelling 
performance, "A Land Twice Prom­
ised," showcased by the Voices of 
Women and the Institute for Peace and 
Justice last Thursday, weaves together 
a true tale of, as she puts it, "two broth­
ers, two people, one piece of land [with] 
each side measuring justice against 
their own suffering." 
Baum, an Israeli actress with a BFA 
in theatre arts from Tel-Aviv University 
and an MA in educational theatre from 
NYU, uses her personal experience and 
relationship with a Palestinian woman 
to hone in on the human aspect of the 
conflict - how amid such intense hatred 
and fear there is a commonality of com­
passion and even a sense of connection 
that flows over boundary lines. 
According to Baum, she has "woven 
together our memories and our moth­
ers' stories to give voices and faces to 
the people behind the rhetoric and the 
headlines." 
Driven to tell a "human story that 
stands apart from politics," Baum's "A 
Land Twice Promised" is essentially an 
account of two women from one land, 
Baum an Israeli and Jumana, a Pales­
tinian. The start of their relationship 
begins in Davis, Calif., where their two 
young children befriend one another 
and slowly, over the course of years, 
both women begin to talk about what 
life was like growing up on opposite 
sides in Jerusalem. 
Baum captures the initial apprehen­
sions of opening up to someone from 
the "other side," where a history of 
conflict has pitted two people against 
each other even though they live barely 
five miles apart. 
"How will I tell her that those sol­
diers, so terrifying for her, were our 
boys, our symbol of security? What 
LISA ANDERSON/THE VISTA 
Storyteller Noah Baum performs "A Land Twice Promised" on stage in the IPJ theater. 
was the beginning of the occupation 
nightmare for her, I remember as the 
first time I saw my mother cry with joy. 
Would it be all right to tell her?" she 
said. 
What prevails from Baum's relation­
ship with Jumana, however, is not con­
tempt or animosity, it is a realization that 
despite the politics and divisive history 
of their homeland, they both grew up 
remembering the same distinct sensa­
tion of fear, the sickening noise that 
bombs make when exploding nearby 
and the immense longing for peace. 
Even though Baum and Jumana 
were both indoctrinated with biases and 
prejudices of what the people on the 
other side were like, through Baum's 
storytelling, there is a sense of compas­
sion displayed on both sides: an Israeli 
solider helping Jumana and her school­
mates, an elderly Jewish man kindly 
conversing with a long-time Palestin­
ian friend, a Palestinian aiding a young 
Israeli nurse. 
Although Baum and Jumana come 
from a place where "news is on 24/7 
and there's always bombs going off," 
both women - and even their mothers 
- share the same anxieties, heartaches 
and worries about the swirling world of 
war that engulfs their homeland. 
Through the glimpses of humanity in 
a land immersed in conflict, Baum con­
cedes that, "dialogue and relationship 
building ... is the foundation for healing 
and peace - the only alternative to the 
spiraling vortex of violence." 
Baum's storytelling creates not only 
the foundation for healing, but it also il­
lustrates on the most personal level that 
the "other side" may not be the infalli­
ble, evil eyed enemy as once perceived, 
but rather inescapably human. 
Senior Art Thesis 
RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA 
The pink mini convertible and Barbie dolls functioned as general objects that symbol­
ize childhood and were positioned waving to embody how young children view them. 
BY MAHINA TUTEUR 
CAMPUS FOCUS EDITOR 
Senior Stacy Hogan presented her thesis 
show, entitled "Alteration Recollection" 
last week in the Sacred Heart Gallery. 
The project explored the way in which 
we rewrite our pasts with the idea that 
memories are fundamentally inaccurate. 
Hogan aimed to recreate her youth 
through connecting past images with 
physical artifacts like old birthday cards 
and journals. She sewed pieces of her 
old favorite stuffed animals into a trampo­
line and used sand to invent a memory 
from an old picture. These very personal 
stories, posted along with images from 
her youth, were meant to create tension 
with their environments. Hogan said her 
project "brought her childhood memories 
back to life in a new way." 
The Vista mtuteur@usdvista.com Campus Focus March 29,2007 
Internships set USD students ahead 
BY BAHAREH KAMEOI 
STAFF WRITER 
Getting an internship can develop a 
more well-rounded, diverse and unique 
applicant for graduate schools and 
law schools. For this reason, students 
at the University of San Diego should 
definitely be looking into getting in­
ternships; with the experience one will 
receive, students will have more to 
contribute to their chosen field in the 
future. 
Dr. Del Dickson, head of the politi­
cal science and international relations 
departments, recommends that students 
get involved with internships. "Build­
ing relationships with a number of con­
tacts is an effective way for students to 
land jobs in the areas they love," Dick­
son said. "Students will have a sense 
of training in a particular field. They 
will have the opportunity to be daring 
and unusual. It will certainly add luster 
to their resume. It isn't necessary, per 
say, but it will allow students to gain a 
unique experience and set themselves a 
bit ahead." 
Because students at USD strive to 
succeed, they should set a certain time 
in their college career when they will 
be able to take on a great commitment 
that will not fail to benefit them in 
the future. However, there is a differ­
ence between credible internships and 
internships that only request photo­
copying abilities. Michael Horowitz, a 
lawyer in Palm Desert said, "Students 
should stay in close contact with faculty 
members and ask for help about the di­
rection they are heading in and which 
internships they are interested in. When 
I was in college, my professors guided 
me away from unbeneficial internships 
and gave me more information about 
those internships that would allow me 
to gain life experiences." 
Where should students go on campus 
"Building relationships 
with a number of con­
tacts is an effective way 
for students to land 
jobs in the areas they 
love." 
Dr. Del Dickson, Political Science 
Department Chair 
to gather further information? Dickson 
advises political science and interna­
tional relations majors to seek help from 
Dr. Gary Gray and Dr. Michael Wil­
liams. Gray handles all internships for 
the department and has been doing so 
for more than 30 years. Williams takes 
care of internships for the Washington, 
DC program. This program is known 
for, but not limited to, political science 
and international relations majors. "For 
those who are majoring in communi­
cation studies, biology, chemistry, or 
business, for instance, also can receive 
internships associated with the Wash­
ington, DC program," Dickson said. 
For students who are afraid they 
might not be competitive enough appli­
cants, think again. There are internships 
that range from entry level to those that 
are more difficult, such as those for 
the White House and Supreme Court. 
Fortunately for our students, USD has 
a reputation for, according to Dickson, 
producing "smart, disciplined and nice 
people," and many programs continu­
ously seek applicants from our univer­
sity. 
"Some internships pay attention to 
life experiences, living in other cul­
tures, foreign language fluency and also 
other special skills, such as accounting 
abilities. But generally, they are looking 
for really enthused and willing people," 
Dickson said. 
Each and every one of USD's stu­
dents has some type of special skill or 
ability they can use to their advantage. 
There are so many internships that one 
will inevitably be able to find an intern­
ship that is compatible for them. 
The key is to create strong relation­
ships with people and start being in­
quisitive early on to assure oneself a 
more secure position in the particular 
program. College is only four years 
of our lives, but if opportunities like 
internships are taken advantage of, our 
lives will become more enriched from 
the experience. 
5 things you 
should know... 
about the Theatre 
Arts Program 
1. It is required for all professors 
in the theatre arts program to have 
obtained a Masters degree. 
2. Play auditions are open to 
all campus community members, 
including faculty and staff. Com­
munications professor Eric Pierson 
performed in last season's produc­
tion, "The Crucible." 
3. Theatre arts professor Robert 
Barry Fleming made an appearance 
in the movie "L.A. Confidential." 
4. The USD MFA Program, in 
partnership with the Old Globe 
Theatre, is one of the best Masters 
in Fine Arts programs in the nation. 
Only seven new students are admit­
ted each year. The program, one of 
the few in the country to be com­
pletely scholarship-based, offers 
students a full tuition scholarship 
from USD and a stipend from the 
Old Globe. 
5. Many professors teach in both 
the undergraduate and graduate 
theatre arts programs. This is an 
opportunity for undergraduates to 
be exposed to nationally-renowned 
educators. 
STATISTICS COMPILED BY RHIANNNON TOTH 
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Writer finds fulfillment through Lenten sacrifice 
BY MAGGIE KLOS 
STAFF WRITER 
Growing up as a Catholic, Lent has 
become a routine part of my year. With­
out a doubt, I tend to dread its arrival; 
but in the end, my Lenten promises bring 
me self-satisfaction. I have given up a 
variety of things for the Lenten season, 
which tend to be soda, candy or snack-
ing. 
For those of you who are wondering, 
Lent is a 40-day period preceding Easter 
in which Catholics take time to renew 
their faith by giving up something they 
desire on a daily basis. It is a period of 
fasting and penance, which parallels the 
40 days that Jesus spent in the desert. 
My first two Lenten promises of the 
year were typical for me. I promised to 
give up soda and snacking in between 
meals. 
Giving up soda has inspired me to 
drink more water, which is an added 
bonus. 
No snacking in between meals has 
caused me to take a mid-aftemoon nap 
instead of having a mid-afternoon snack, 
which can be a good or bad thing. 
I wanted to challenge myself to do 
something that would better my inner 
self and focus more on myself rather than 
those around me. Although this sounds 
like the most selfish promise, I tried to 
not look at others and then in turn judge 
myself based on their values. 
I aimed to focus on what I needed 
and to be present in the current situation 
rather than being distracted. As cheesy 
as this promise may sound, it was my fa­
vorite of all. It has inspired a whole self-
evaluation and has even motivated me to, 
oddly enough, buy self-help books. At 
first, I called my Lenten promises semi-
successes; they were all challenging, 
but I felt I failed to connect with God as 
these promises are intended to do. 
Later, I realized that my Lenten prom­
ises were a success; each time I wanted 
to reach for a Diet Coke or grab a snack, 
RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA 
Candy bars, sodas and other guilty pleasures are commonly given up during Lent. 
there was a small voice in my head tell­
ing me not to. I believe that voice is God 
giving me that certain nudge to continue 
with my promises. 
Whether you are Catholic or not, I 
encourage you to try this 40-day period 
and aim to gain something; whether it 
be gaining the ability to not drink soda 
or acquiring a little self-confidence, you 
should give it a shot. 
Comic news sources spark debate on their role in informing the USA 
Against: They prolong the Iraq war and 
enhance apathy 
For: They deliver a dose of reality to 
students 
BY STEPHEN BRITT 
STAFF WRITER 
Sitting around enjoying a beer with 
a few of my buddies this past week, 
"The Daily Show" came onto the tele­
vision. If this were any news show, 
our automatic response would be to 
change the channel. 
There is a time and a place for news 
and it is not necessarily something 
most people under the age of 40 watch 
in social settings. 
This, however, was a comedy show 
that talked about daily news. It not 
only fits the situation, it is perfect for 
it. 
The topics covered by shows like 
"The Daily Show" and the "Colbert 
Report" are far from shallow. Rather 
than covering news aimed mostly at 
less-than-sophisticated palates such 
as Anna Nicole and Britney Spears 
controversies, comedy news shows 
address subject matters worthy of net­
work news. 
The difference between the shows 
and that of primetime news is the 
manner in which topics are presented. 
Instead of simply listening to what 
happened that day, the viewer is enter­
tained while at the same time catching 
up on current events. 
The particular episode that my bud­
dies and I saw concluded with an in­
terview with Ayaan Hirsi, the youngest 
member of the Dutch Parliament and 
activist against extremist Islam. They 
discussed how to change the mindset 
of those influenced by such teachings. 
It was informative and entertaining: a 
good combination. 
Critics have knocked the show for 
using "stoner humor" and lacking sub­
stance. 
A recent study conducted by Indiana 
University, however, has discovered 
that the contrary is true; the show has 
as much, if not more, substance than 
regular network news. 
"You have real newsmakers coming 
on, and yes, sometimes the banter and 
questions get a little silly, but there is 
also substantive dialogue going on," 
Julia Fox, the study's principal inves­
tigator, said. "It's a legitimate source 
of news." 
Sure, the show is sometimes in­
jected with a bit of personal opinion at 
the hands of Jon Stewart and Steven 
Colbert, but the shows do not claim to 
be neutral or unbiased sources of in­
formation. They are comedy shows. 
Like watching a standup comedian, 
one should not expect it to lack an 
opinion altogether; it would simply not 
be funny. 
If someone is truly looking for neu­
tral sources, it is not hard to turn on 
"unbiased" news stations like CNN, 
MSNBC or BBC World. 
Other critics say joke news pro­
grams can give a negative view of our 
country's leaders. 
This is something that has been 
done since the beginning of politics; 
roasting those in charge has always 
happened in any free society. 
Not doing so would probably be 
even more dangerous. 
Unquestioning loyalty towards our 
leaders creates a society that America 
is supposed to be against. 
These types of comical approaches 
about our leaders can be seen as cham­
pioning the First Amendment of the 
Bill of Rights. 
Perhaps these comical spins on the 
news are a good way of bringing cur­
rent events to a demographic that often 
lacks attention to them: young adults. 
As a generation who often does not 
vote, does not pay attention and some­
times simply does not care, shows like 
"The Daily Show" or the "Colbert 
Report" can be a source of informa­
tion for those that may not get it oth­
erwise. 
BY DAN LYNCH 
GUEST WRITER 
There is a certain guiltless bliss with 
which 77 percent of American college 
students go through life. This would be 
the 77 percent who either do not read the 
news or only get their news from "The 
Daily Show" as seen in the following 
study. 
Jody Baumgartner and Jonathan S. 
Morris of East Carolina University dis­
covered in a recent study that 48 percent 
of all college students watch "The Daily 
Show," and only 23 percent of viewers 
contributed to this by following "hard 
news" programs. This study also showed 
that students who watch "The Daily 
Show" are more likely to develop cyni­
cal, apathetic views towards politics and 
are less likely to vote. 
We come home, turn on the television, 
smirk to ourselves and sometimes laugh 
while assorted clips of political buffoon­
ery, contradictions and lies play out in 
humorously juxtaposed clips while Jon 
Stewart's narrative interrupts to let us 
know what's funny. 
And we think, "Yeah, that was funny, 
but what do you expect from those 
morons in Washington?" Then Stephen 
Colbert delivers his self-satirizing, ri­
diculously ultra-conservative spiel about 
his new Ben and Jerry's ice cream flavor, 
"Stephen Colbert's Americone Dream." 
Satisfied with ourselves and without any 
confidence in government, we turn off 
the television and forget about everything 
wrong with the world. Goodnight. 
Could it be that we've allowed our 
rancor over the war to be pacified 
through humor? Psychologically, shows 
like these act as relief valves to the pres­
sure and animosity we are bound to feel 
when our elected officials let us down. 
Yet what is the cost of this systematic 
relief through humor? Antiwar protests 
spanned the nation this past weekend to 
commemorate the fourth year in Iraq. 
These protests drew thousands of people 
together, but never more than 5,000 
people in one place - and most of these 
people were adults over 25. 
During the Vietnam War, the antiwar 
movement was a powerful force that 
changed the country, culture and lives of 
the hundreds of thousands of college stu­
dents involved in it. By 1965 there were 
major protests in Washington with tens 
of thousands of students who left their 
colleges in buses. 
Later the '67 March on the Pentagon 
and the '69 Moratorium were incred­
ible moments in the antiwar movement, 
where participation was in the millions 
and there was a true belief in the move­
ment's ability to bring about change. 
During a war that is increasingly 
being compared to Vietnam, the anti-Iraq 
War movement is pathetic. Not only are 
the movement's coordinators not able to 
muster a large enough body of protes­
tors to draw front-page coverage, the 
majority of those who actively get out 
and protest are adults. Why is it that this 
antiwar movement is unable to attract a 
large following of college students, like 
the anti-Vietnam War movement? After 
all, almost two-thirds of America's col­
lege students oppose the war. 
The answer is simple: apathy and 
cynicism. As college students, we have 
allowed ourselves to be lulled into a 
contemptuous, disaffected state towards 
our country. When we engage in politi­
cal discourse, we do so with the intent to 
only point out the idiocy of those in 
power, and we use this rationale to justify 
our lack of motivation to affect change in 
this world, to vote or even to protest. 
In this way, 1 believe that "The Daily 
Show" and "The Colbert Report" are 
hurting America, prolonging the war 
and derailing democracy by distracting 
us, through humor, from our natural ten­
dency as Americans to decry - publicly 
and profusely - what we believe to bo 
wrong. 
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The Vista CROSSWORD 
Edited by Bridget Dixon 
ACROSS 
1. Back of the boat 
4. Sphere and planet 
8. Food for Mr. Ed 
12. Wisest man in the urban diction­
ary 
13. Number two 
14. HAHA 
16 . Hubbard, sci-fi writer 
17. Birthplace of Emperor Justinian 
18. HAHA 
19. Greasy hair guy 
21. Eye sore 
23 . von Bismarck 
24. Pipe bends 
25. Solemn vow 
27. Chips go-with 
29. Tricked out hubcaps 
30. Pepper or at-arms 
31. Eye secretly 
34. Metaphor using "like" or "as" 
37. Marc Antony's lover's nickname 
38. Type of investment, abbr. 
Last Week's Puzzle Solved: 
s C O W F L I N G C R A a 
N A B i D E B Y E L I R A 
U P O N A N I 0 N 
° 
P I E 
c R E E P E S N E V E A L ' 
K I s S M E 1 ̂ R E E N S 
A S W A N • A 0 R 
P E E P E G 0 S A s I D E 
R A M I R E L A N D • R O N 
E R U P T D A N A P A T E 
i S M N E J V A I 
c A N Y 0 N | L E T T E R 
B A X R I L E E R 3 C A 
R U T 
" 
E X A L T 1 T O S 
E s $ E N 0 3 S Y c A L S 
R E Y S A N D E S K N E E 
39. Sound number two makes 
40. Purchase 
41. Delicious bivalve mollusk 
42. Tall tree 
43. Alert 
45. Poetic book of the Bible 
47. World Snowmobile Assn. 
48. Many years 
49. Hit hard repeatedly 
50 . -magnon 
51. Greek flatbread 
52. Back of the boat 
55. Solemn agreement 
58. Conversion character in the Bible 
60. Steam or gas 
62. HAHA 
64. Indep. Research Libraries Assn. 
66. Malay canoe 
67. HAHA 
68. Not far 
69. Lovely fabric for sheets 
70. Wife of Geraint 
71. Period of engagement 




3. Sound quality 
4. Choose 
5. Dissing celebrations 
6. Small vending hut 
7. Agile 
8. Clumsy person 
9. Toward the back of the boat 
10. Faster than a walk 
11. Sediment 
12. Soothing lotion 
15. Learning Software Org. 
20. Upset 
22. Outer boundary 
26. AmericanMethodist Church org. 
28. Spanish suffix meaning small 
29. Tear 
30. Crafty 
31. Window ledge 
32. Fancy stroller 
33. Thanksgiving sidedish 
34. Erupt 
35. Bad signs 
36. Mus. Of Modern Art 
37. Snip 
40. Female upper body support 
41. Feline 
43. Each 
44. Love god 
45. Stroke lovingly 
46. Person from an eastern nation 
49. Tall building support 
50. Bean soup 




55. Clumsy person 
56. Chromosome 19 gene 
57. 1982 Technology movie 
59. Improper grammar contraction 
61. Lhasa-
63. Illicit drug 
65. Upper appendage 
REWARD YOURSELF. 
Student Bonus Cash 
A • EXCLUSIVE OFFER 
S R U M  F r o m  F o r d  
W W Vr Additional savings just for college and trade 
school students, recent grads and grad students. 
• 
Go ahead, give yourself an early graduation present. You've worked hard for it Receive $500 in additional 
savings just for college and trade school students, recent grads and grad students on all Ford vehicles. 
That's on top of all current incentives! Your future is already looking bright. 
A felllr ink' o&ri \ 
Learn more about the Student Bonus Dash Offer at www.fordcollegehq.com 
BOLD feu v ti 
San Diego County Ford Dealers 
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A call to the 
proletarian 
admirers of the arts 
BY ANDREW MARZONI 
ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR 
Just a few days ago I decided to 
become a Marxist. I should say that 
I have long harbored such feelings, 
yet it wasn't until the other day that 
I really embraced the socialist cause. 
The reasons for this decision are en­
tirely irrelevant - in fact, I'm not even 
sure why I made this decision. What 
is important is that I'm a Marxist now, 
and as my reader you are entitled to 
read my bias as such. Okay? 
Great. This newfound acceptance 
of the socialist doctrine is not going to 
be without its effects upon my column, 
however. I have often been criticized 
for being, er, "elitist" in my articles, 
catering only to those "in-the-know" 
in respect to arts and culture: only 
covering more obscure bands, films, 
etc. Those days are no more. From 
now on I promise only to write about 
those matters of arts and culture im­
mediately concerning my readership, 
the proletariat. 
I now realize that only the bour­
geois and intellegentsia care about 
or have access to the new Vincent 
Gallo film or Primal Scream album. 
The days of promoting such products 
- commonly referred to as "high­
brow art" - are over. The knowlege 
of such artifacts implies an unneces­
sary amount of consumption: books, 
magazines, university tuition, etc., 
which is unavailable to the common, 
blue-collar man. Thus, such art takes 
automatic preference to the wealthy 
and more educated. And this is simply 
barbaric. 
I take upon me as my perogative as 
the spokesman of the common man to 
only cover matters of arts and culture 
available to every man, woman and 
child, indiscriminate of gender, race 
or creed. As television serves as the 
ultimate equalizer of modern Ameri­
can civilization, only bands, movies 
and plays (actually, scratch that - only 
rich old white ladies go to the theatre 
anyway, right?) advertised on televi­
sion have a place in the new Arts & 
Culture section. If you can't hear about 
it on TV, it is obviously elitist and dis­
criminatory, so you won't hear about 
it here either. From now on, expect 
more articles about Beyonce, the next 
installment of the "American Pie" 
series, books recommended by Oprah 
and the latest hijinx of Britney Spears 
(we've been doing a pretty good job 
of that already, right?). I promise this 
will be the case, or my name isn't 
Comrade Andrew Marzoni. 
Drawn out set proves powerful 
Britain ]s Badly Drawn Boy journeys to the House of Blues 
WWW.MYSPACE.COM/BADLYDRAWNBOY 
Damon Gough, whose band, Badly Drawn Boy, played at House of Blues last Wednesday. 
BY CHRISTIE OSBORNE 
STAFF WRITER 
As an avid Badly Drawn Boy fan 
for the last half decade or so, I was 
looking forward to finally catching a 
live set from the British songwriter re­
sponsible for the soundtrack to "About 
a Boy." 
Damon Gough, a.k.a. Badly Drawn 
Boy, cemented a place in my musical 
heart via an eclectic but at times disen­
gaging set at the House of Blues last 
Wednesday. 
An insider friend tipped me' off 
about the set times and warned me that 
BDB planned to play a two-hour set, 
so I rationed my energy and showed 
up just as the final opener trailed off­
stage. 
The small crowd huddled close as 
the perpetually-beanied Gough took 
the stage following his touring band. 
After Gough said, "We're going 
to play a whole lot of new songs first 
to get them out of the way," the band 
launched into tracks from the 2006 
release "Born in the UK," which 
Gough admitted was a tribute to Bruce 
Springsteen. 
Highlights included "Journey from 
A to B" and an instrumental version of 
"Welcome to the Overground," which 
was "too difficult to play live." 
The night was chock full of anec-
todes preceding songs and complaints 
from the band about monitor sound. 
I personally have never been a fan of 
the sound quality at the HOB, and this 
opinion was solidified as members of 
the band continually asked the sound 
board for decreased volume. 
Audio problems and the recent 
death of his grandfather may have 
contributed to Gough's mood swings 
throughout the show, which featured 
wry jokes, poignant stories, smoking 
onstage and angry shouts at those talk­
ing through the sets. 
After a slick transition from "Like 
a Virgin" into "Silent Sigh," Gough 
stopped mid-song to the surprise of his 
bandmates saying, "I hate playing that 
song, so I won't." 
Regardless of Gough's attitude, his 
performance was solid musically, and 
I was thrilled to hear an intro about 
Santa for "Donna and Blitzen" as well 
as the stories behind some of my fa­
vorites like "This Is That New Song," 
which is about the death of a friend. 
A good chunk of the crowd filtered 
out early as the set moved into its third 
hour, but these deserters missed out on 
a whale of an encore topped off by a 
10-minute cover of "Don't Stop Be-
lievin'" as Gough wandered through 
the crowd. For a Steve Perry cover, 
I can forgive Gough's cranky com­
ments. 
Folkster Elvis Perkins comes to San Diego 
Up-and-coming singer/songwriter impresses with passionate performance 
BY CANDICE ASHTON 
STAFF WRITER 
The Casbah is known for featuring 
musical acts almost every night of 
the week. The laid-back atmosphere 
provides bar-hopping patrons with an 
intimate music experience. 
Last Wednesday at The Casbah, 
Elvis Perkins performed along with the 
opening band Let's Go Sailing. Elvis 
Perkins and Dearland, as the band calls 
itself, recently finished touring with 
the band My Morning Jacket. Now he 
is headlining his own tour across the 
US and some of Canada. 
Let's Go Sailing opened the show to 
very few people. 
Their sound was very soft and per­
sonal. Having never heard of the band, 
their performance was impressive, but 
the vocals were faint. 
At one point in the act the lead 
singer asked the sound technician for 
more volume. 
Two of the songs the band played 
were featured on Grey's Anatomy on 
Thursday night. 
The songs are "All I Want From 
You is Love" and "Sideways," which 
were played over the show's ending 
sequence. 
Elvis Perkins, who looks like a 
cross between Harry Potter and John 
Lennon, delivered a wonderfully fun 
show; he really connected with the 
audience. 
Perkins played for about 45 min­
utes, all the while cracking jokes and 
talking with the crowd. Featured in 
"Rolling Stone" this month, Perkins is 
an up-and-coming talent. 
His music is very happy, with a folk-
rock undertone. His songs are refresh­
ing and narrative. Perkins' MySpace 
site is filled with messages from loving 
fans. 
The overall show was great. Both 
Let's Go Sailing and Elvis Perkins' 
performances were inspiring and 
original. 
Although differing in musical 
sounds, the groups' passion for their 
art was obvious. 
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Indie rock staples return with strong spring releases 
LCD Soundsystem 
"Sound of Silver" 
BY ANDREW MARZONI 
ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR 
If I am in good physical shape whatsoever (which 
is highly dubious), it is solely due to the calories I 
burned dancing to LCD Soundsystem's 2005 self-
titled debut LP. With the summer months approach­
ing, I very much anticipated the band's current release, 
"Sound of Silver," widely lauded as pure indie-disco 
brilliance. 
"North American Scum," LCD's current single 
takes the place in my heart that the debut's "Daft Punk 
Is Playing At My House" previously held. It is also, 
coincidentally, the climax of songwriting on "Sound 
of Silver." LCD Soundsystem returns with more of 
the same stylistically, but exhibiting a new level of 
electro proficiency that is as of yet unseen. 
The album is full of the iiber-danceable tracks 
which flourished in LCD's debut, with highlights 
including "Get Innocuous!" and "Someone Great" 
(much like "LCD Soundsystem," this album's gems 
are to be found at the beginning). LCD is not without 
a ballad, however, "New York, I Love You But You're 
Bringing Me Down"serves as this album's homage 
to the Beatles, reminiscent of the previous album's 
"Never As Tired as When I'm Waking Up." 
The other night I set my alarm for 3:30 a.m. and 
put on "Sound of Silver" in my half-awake stupor, 
hoping I wouldn't want to dance to the album. To my 
delight, my hypothesis proved faulty. 
Andrew Bird 
"Armchair Apocrypha" 
BY CHRISTIE OSBORNE 
STAFF WRITER 
Few have developed their own sound more 
completely than violin songster Andrew Bird. Last 
Tuesday Bird released his seventh full-length studio 
album, "Armchair Apocrypha." Instrumentally 
complex, the songs serve as an ideal soundtrack for 
long drives alone. Audibly similar to Devotchka, the 
arching melodies and melancholic violin solos are 
ripe for repeated spins and subsequent dissection. 
Formally trained as a performance violinist, Bird 
began his career playing pre-war jazz, blues and 
traditional folk; he even got swept up in the late 
90s swing revival. In 2001, with "The Swimming 
Hour," he found a new and unique jukebox blend of 
all genres and even threw in some classy rock. 
Although the traditional violin, glockenspiel, 
whistling and drums are still present, on "AA," Bird 
infuses guitar and piano more completely to create 
layered songs. The music works two ways: as great 
background noise for a mellow party and as a knot 
of troubling lyrics, incandescent harmonies and syn­
ergistic instruments to untangle and stretch out for 
increased comprehension. Key tracks include "Fiery 
Crash," a rolling opener straight out of cinematic 
opening credits, radio-ready "Heretics" and the 
graceful, poignant "Scythian Empires." The bottom 
line: If you liked the soundtrack to "Little Miss Sun­
shine," check this out. 
Ted Leo/Pharmacists 
"Living for the Living" 
BY CHRISTIE OSBORNE 
STAFF WRITER 
Do you like intelligent and politically driven 
lyrics? Are you a sucker for tireless sprinting 
guitars a la Bruce Springsteen and Tom Petty? 
Do yourself a favor and check out Jersey's 
best contemporary-rock dissenters, Ted Leo/ 
Pharmacists, who just released their fifth album, 
"Living with the Living." 
Known for their nasal, tenor vocals and rol­
licking rhythms, these former hardcore punks 
stayed true to the sounds of 2004's "Shake the 
Sheets," but opted for cleaner riffs and more 
slick production to keep the kids a-rockin'. 
The album synthesizes political rants and 
nostalgic love songs, but not as seamlessly as 
the nuanced Leo-lover might want. 
More than a handful of the songs on the 
album are beyond good. Fiery lament, "The 
Sons of Cain," "La Costa Bravo" with apunked-
out intro, and falsetto-infused "Who Do You 
Love?" team up to carry the album, but overall 
the flat transitions between subject matter don't 
feel logical. 
Leo and friends even jump back to their 
moshing days with songs like "Bomb, Repeat, 
Bomb," but that's to be expected since the album 
was produced by Fugazi's Brendan Canty. The 
bottom line: Ted, I think you can do better. 
Editor's Picks Event Calendar 
March 29 - April 18 
Fridav. March 30 Fridav. Anril 6 
Lily Allen @ Man Man @ 
House of Blues The Epicentre 
1055 5th Ave. 8450 Mira Mesa Blvd. 
San Diego, CA 92101 San Diego, CA 92126 
(All Ages) (All Ages) 
"Mafioso" opens @ "The Hoax" opens @ 
Landmark's Ken Cinema Theatres everywhere 
4061 Adams Ave. 
San Diego, CA 92116 Tuesdav. Anril 10 
Ted Leo/Pharmacists @ 
Saturdav. March 31 The Epicentre 
"Hold Please" opens @ (All Ages) 
The Old Globe Theatre 
1363 Old Globe Way The Killers @ 
San Diego, CA 92101 RIMAC Arena 
9500 Gilman Dr. 
Sundav. April 1 La Jolla, CA 92093 
TV on the Radio @ (All Ages) 
Belly Up Tavern 
Thursday. April 12 143 S. Cedros Ave. 
Solana Beach, CA 92075 The Shins @ 
(21+) Soma 
3350 Sports Arena Blvd. 
Wednesday. April 4 San Diego, CA 92110 
Son Volt @ (All Ages) 
Belly Up Tavern 
(21+) Wednesday. April 18 
Electric Six @ 
Thursday. April 5 The Casbah 
The Yardbirds @ 2501 Kettner Blvd. 
Canes San Diego, CA 92101 
3105 Ocean Front Walk (21+) 
San Diego, CA 92109 
(21+) 
Classifieds 
FOR SALE: the beach. 
Call Seth, 
Realtor with RE/MAX 
858.869.3940. 
Sand sold separately 
Marketing Reps needed! Great Student job, 
$12+ per hour, Evening hours available, 
commissions plus bonuses. A Great Job to 
Have! Call Dennis at 858-652-9797 
PACIFIC BEACH. First month free! Brand 
new 1 bed/1 ba luxury condo, W/D, FP, no 
pets, 1 assigned parking space. Rent $1300/ 
mo; deposit $1300/mo. Buy $325,000-$350,000. 
2123 Garnet Avenue. Call 858-274-1553. Email 
sales@oppsd.com. 
GREAT STUDENT JOB! Marketing Reps 
Needed. $12+ per hour, evening hours 
available. Commissions plus bonuses. Call 
Dennis at 858-652-9797 
MISSION BEACH. Brand new studio condos 
on Ocean Front Walk. Luxurious, fully-
furnished, great views, must see! Long after 
you've graduated, great cash flow due to "gold 
standard" rental market. 3275 Ocean Front 
Walk. $498,500-$825,000. Call 858-274-1553. 
Visit our website www.oppsd.com for more 
information. 
No.Mission Beach House for rent. Furnished. 
2 Bedroom/2 Bath. 2 car garage. Washer/ 
dryer. Oceanside. Available 8/31/07 for the 
academic year. $1700/month. Utilities not 
included. $2000 security deposit. Contact 
pla615@sbcglobal.net or Pat at 925-943-6727. 
Need an evening job? For $12+ an hour, 
this is a great student job. Commissions 
plus bonuses. Call Dennis at 858-652-9797. 
Marketing reps needed! 
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USD introduces new men's head basketball coach 
Athletic Department hires Gonzaga's top assistant coach Bill Grier 
BY KEVIN NGUYEN 
STAFF WRITER 
In an attempt to wield some secrets 
to success from our adversary, former 
Gonzaga assistant coach Bill Grier was 
named Head Coach of the USD Tore­
ros men's basketball team, becoming 
the program's 11th coach in school 
history. 
Coach Grier was introduced 
Monday amidst a crowd of reporters at 
a press conference in the Jenny Craig 
Pavillion. Coach Grier comes to USD 
from Spokane, Wa. where he was the 
top assistant basketball coach under 
Gonzaga's Mark Few for eight sea­
sons. 
Coach Grier has a winning record, 
and as he showed at the press confer­
ence, a sense of humor, commenting 
that he has a snow-blower for sale now 
that he and his family are relocating to 
sunny San Diego. 
Grier hopes to strengthen USD's 
program through improvements in re­
cruiting and smart play. 
"We just have to step up our game 
through smart play, better recruiting," 
Grier said. "Once those things are in 
place I believe we will be very com­
petitive in our conference and nation­
ally." 
Grier is yet to establish a timeframe 
for the changes set to take place in USD 
basketball, which begs the question of 
BY NICK PETERSON 
STAFF WRITER 
Following a dismal slide that in­
cluded a four-game sweep at the hands 
of Oklahoma State, the Torero softball 
team has had a resurgence. 
USD softball has experienced a 
steady rise in the past week, improv­
ing to three games over .500 following 
their series with Brown University. 
The women's softball team swept vis­
iting Brown in a doubleheader this past 
weekend at USD and improved their 
winning streak to four games. 
The Toreros (16-13) dealt the Bears 
(6-6) a pair of losses Saturday after­
noon in their final non-conference 
games of the season. The lady Toreros 
captured two hard fought wins against 
the bears, 2 - 1 and 1 - 0, capping off 
their series sweep. 
In the first game of Saturday's 
contest, Jennifer Ellenbeck powered 
the Toreros to a comeback 2-1 win. 
The game was scoreless until the fifth 
inning. 
Kaitlyn Laabs struck first for the 
Bears, scoring after she beached base 
on a fielder's choice. This would prove 
to be Brown's only run, however. 
USD answered in the sixth. Nichole 
Valenzuela singled to start the inning, 
and was later batted in by Kathleen 
when USD will witness a resurgence 
to the top of the WCC. 
"I have no timeframe for [the chang­
es], because you can't turn around a 
program overnight," Grier said. 
Despite not establishing a timeframe 
for expected improvement, Grier ap­
pears to have already established a 
strong rapport with his players, having 
met with them each individually. 
The players have responded well 
to his arrival, though some remain 
di swayed by the sudden departure of 
former coach Brad Holland. 
Grier plans to bring Gonzaga's re­
cruiting strategy to USD, a strategy 
that has helped the Bulldogs reach the 
NCAA tournament in the past nine 
consecutive seasons. 
"Well, when I was at Gonzaga we 
first tried to focus on the local kids, but 
for every Adam Morrison (a resident of 
Spokane) there are a dozen other kids 
you need to look at that are not within 
driving distance," Grier said. "But I 
think that no matter where we recruit, 
be it locally national or internationally, 
I believe it all comes down to what 
kind of players fit the system." 
It appears that coach Grier will 
implement the "Gonzaga way" by sur­
rounding himself with a coaching staff 
of former Bulldog assistants. 
However, being a former assitant at 
Gonzaga is not a stipulation for being 
on staff, as Grier values other attributes 
Bonja. Heading into the seventh tied, 
Jennifer Ellenbeck continued her out­
standing day on the mound. 
She held the Bears to a single run in 
her complete game. In the bottom of 
the seventh, Ellenbeck would score the 
winning run on a Kaslin Tucker single. 
Ellenbeck (7-3) gained the win over 
Kelsey Wilson. 
San Diego enjoyed another excel­
lent pitching performance in game 
two, this time from senior Christina 
Haake. Haake managed a no-hitter 
through 4.2 innings. Katie Rothamel 
of the Bears singled in the sixth inning 
to break Haake's no-hitter. 
Brown's only other hit would come 
an inning later when Whitney Lewis 
doubled. Fortunately, the Toreros were 
able to produce a greater offensive 
output. 
Kaslin Tucker led off the fifth with a 
walk. A Nichole Valenzuela RBI would 
send Tucker home for the winning run. 
Christina Haake (6-4) ended the game 
on seven innings pitched, two hits and 
twelve strikeouts. 
USD's strong non conference sched­
ule should aid them as they enter WCC 
play. 
The Toreros begin league play with 
a four-game series on Saturday in Los 
Angeles when they visit Loyola Mary-
mount. 
BY GRANT WENKSTERN 
STAFF WRITER 
The road to the Final Four is set. 
Making a trip to the national stage in 
Atlanta, Georgia will be Georgetown (2), 
UCLA (2), Florida (1) and Ohio State 
(1). There have never been four number 
1 seeds to make it to the Final Four. 
Both Kansas and UNC failed to 
make history as they were eliminated by 
number 2 seeds UCLA and Georgetown. 
For the first time in nine years, two teams 
will repeat their trip to the NCAA Final 
Four. Both UCLA and Florida punched 
back-to-back tickets to the Final Four. 
In the west bracket, the Kansas Jay-
hawks' youth and inexperience played 
a huge factor in their 68-55 loss to the 
UCLA Bruins. The Jayhawks have lost 
five consecutive NCAA tournament 
games against UCLA, dating back to 
1971. UCLA's junior guard, Aaron Af-
flalo, led all scorers with 24 points, four 
rebounds and three assists as he guaran­
teed the Bruins a spot in the Final Four. 
The number 2 seed Georgetown Hoyas 
came back from an 11-point deficit with 
12 minutes to go and defeated the top-
seeded Tar Heels in overtime 96-84. 
The Tar Heels suffered a serious 
mental breakdown in overtime as they 
were outscored by Georgetown 15-3. 
The Hoyas managed to have five play­
ers reach double digits and were lead by 
junior forward, Jeff Green, who had 22 
points, nine rebounds, and three assists. 
The top-seeded Ohio State Buckeyes 
hopped on the shoulders of their seven-
foot star, Greg Oden, as they rolled past 
the Memphis Tigers (2) 92-76 in the 
South bracket. 
This freshman sensation scored 17 
points with nine rebounds, and was as­
sisted by senior guard Ron Lewis, who 
scored 22 points and grabbed six re­
bounds. 
In the Midwest bracket the Florida 
Gators defeated the Oregon Ducks (3) 
85-77, and will return to the Georgia 
Dome, where earlier this year they won 
the SEC title. 
Lee Humphrey of Florida was lethal 
against Oregon as he dropped seven of 
Florida's 11 three-pointers and lead the 
team with 23 points. 
Florida's sensation Joakim Noah got it 
done again as he dropped 14 points and 
grabbed 14 rebounds. Oregon's sharp 
shooter Tajuan Porter scored 33 points 
in the game prior, but couldn't find his 
groove against Florida and scored only 
10 points. As last year's Final Four most 
outstanding player and national champi­
on, Joakim Noah and the Florida Gators 
have a lot of pressure to repeat as back-
to-back national champions. 
The Florida Gators will most likely 
edge past the UCLA Bruins. As for "the 
battle of the big men," Greg Oden and 
Ohio State will push past Roy Hibbert 
and the newly rejuvenated Georgetown 
Hoyas. This would create a much antici­
pated rematch for supremacy in college 
athletics, with Florida and Ohio State 
waging war for basketball honors. 
Grier becomes the 11th coach to head the 
in his selection of personnel. 
"[I want] someone who is loyal to 
the program, dedicated to the direc­
tion of the program and someone I can 
trust," Grier said. 
However Coach Grier goes about 
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reigns of the USD men's basketball team. 
setting up the new program, one thing 
is for sure: the season is going to be 
memorable, as will the Gonzaga game 
at the JCP when Grier takes on his 
mentor, Mark Few, in the battle of stu­
dent versus teacher. 
Torero softball improves win­
ning streak to four games fol­
lowing series sweep of Brown 
Final Four set to get underway 
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Men's tennis continues to get the better of the Ivy League 
BY MARK HEISEY 
COPY EDITOR 
The men's tennis team won their third 
straight match on Saturday against the 
69 ranked Princeton Tigers by a score of 
6-1. 
The Toreros ceded their only point in 
doubles, with losses on courts 2 and 3. 
On court 2, Princeton's Peter Capkovic 
and Alex Vuckovic defeated USD's Jonas 
Mouly and Charl Wolmarans 8-4. 
• On court 3, Princeton's Sratha Saeng-
suwarn and Mark Gober defeated USD's 
Matt Ozurovich and Laurence Kourie 
9-8 (3). 
The only bright spot in doubles came 
on court 1, where, despite some shaky 
games earlier on, USD's Thomas Liver-
sage and Chris Coetzee defeated Princ­
eton's George Carpeni and Ted Mabrey 
8-0. 
"We've been playing better and better, 
and today it just clicked," Coetzee said. 
Liversage and Coetzee each fell down 
a break early in their singles matches, but 
were both able to force tiebreakers. 
Each won his tiebreaker, and the Tore­
ros seemed to be back on track. 
"I felt pretty confident," Coetzee said. 
"My last two matches have gone to tie­
breakers and I won both of those." 
Liversage played an even closer 
second set, eventually winning another 
tiebreaker to defeat Capkovic 7-6 (5), 
7-6(12). 
Coetzee, on the other hand, utilized the 
momentum from his first set comeback 
to roll through the second set, defeating 
Saengsuwarn 7-6 (3), 6-2. 
In other singles, Mouly defeated 
Carpeni 6-3, 6-2, and USD's Ryo Seki-
guchi narrowly defeated Vuckovic 7-5, 
2-6, 6-4. 
Wolmarans was the third Torero to 
send his first set to a tiebreaker, and the 
third Torero to win a first set tiebreaker. 
He then got three breaks in the second 
set to defeat Princeton's Charlie Brosens 
7-6 (3), 6-0. 
"I was serving really well, which gave 
me the opportunity to take some chances 
on his serve," Wolmarans, who served 
two aces in a row to complete his victory, 
said. 
Ozurovich, after taking his first set 
easily, fought through cramping late in 
the second set to defeat Princeton's Jona­
than Leslie 6-2. 7-5. 
The Toreros will spend the remain­
der of their season, aside from hosting 
the WCC Championships, on the road 
against Stanford on Tuesday, Fresno 
State next Thursday and Pepperdine next 
Saturday. 
All three teams are ranked, with Pep­
perdine currently at 15, but the Toreros 
are optimistic. 
"We've got a great chance if we play 
well," Tom Hagedorn, Toreros head 
coach said. 
The Toreros, who have played some 
very close matches against top teams this 
season, remain ranked 75; they feel like 
RYAN BRENAN/THE VISTA 
Thomas Liversage delivers a powerful serve during his tiebreaker at No. 1 singles. 
they are better than the ranking they have provide them with the opportunity to 
received. really get some attention. 
Their 6-1 victory against the better- "It's frustrating-when you know you're 
ranked Princeton Tigers provided some better than where you are [ranked]." 
support for their stance. Hagedorn said. "To see the way we've 
The Toreros' upcoming matches will fought back is impressive." 
W h a t  i s  law school? 
A place where convention is reinforced? 
O r  m o r e  t h a n  t h a t ?  
A place to learn a broad repertoire of skil ls .  
A rigorous curriculum in a supportive environment.  
An intersection of theory and practice.  
Explore the wide scope of the law 
in a school devoted to the big picture. 
Listen to our weekly podcast: Law in 10 www.cws l . edu /Lawin lO 
www.CaliforniaWestern.edu 
C A L I F O R N I A  W E S T E R N  
S C H O O L  O F  L A W  |  S a n  D i e g o  
What law school ought to be™ 
student expansion 
With stressful midterms and an arctic chill bringing students down, the news of the expansion of the University Center will be enough to brighten one's day and one's teeth 
BYTHURGOOD MARSHALL 
FEATURE EDITOR 
BY HARLAN FISKE STONE 
STAFF WRITER 
After much debate and discourse, the 
blueprints for the new University Center 
(expected to be complete by summer 2008) 
are finally available for student approval. 
La View brings you. dear reader, a sneak 
peak of the much anticipated building. 
Top level administrators have already 
approved the blueprints and have claimed 
student needs are directly addressed in the 
new buildine. 
US 
We know our students need services 
like plastic surgery and places of relaxation 
to be at their disposal," Dr. Ron Grove said. 
"The new UC brings functionality, aesthet­
ic perfectionism and resort-like accomoda­
tions together." 
The building plans currently overtake the 
faculty parking lot adjacent to the current 
UC. To compensate, the new building will 
feature a valet service complete with car 
wash options, similar to Fashion Valley. 
Students will be able to use Campus Cash 
or credit cards for all new UC services. 
Hottie Tub 
Finally! A new dating service 
that actually works. The Hottie 
Tub will be open only to single 
students. 
A recruiter will stand outside 
Founders looking for bikini-clad 
freshman to fill the Hottie Tub. 
Public Safety has expressed 
concern with overcrowding in 
the tub. 
Facebook Only 
12 new "Facebook Only" 
computers will be placed in 
the new UC. Students are 
not allowed to be do actual 
school work on these at any 
time. 
Public Safety will be issu­
ing tickets to those who are 
doing work on the "Face-
book Only" computers. The 
fine is $50. 
All San Diego frozen yogurt 
places will watch their sales drop 
as USD students start heading 
to the UC Fro Yo stand. It will 
feature 15 non-fat flavors to die 
for including Starbucks Coffee, 
Mint Dream and Wasabi. Gift 
cards will be available for pur­
chase. 
This Plastic Surgery Center 
will offer a variety of services 
from liposuction to Botox. No 
wrinkles in sight for graduates 
of USD! Complete with four 
operating rooms, four recovery 
rooms each with a bed, TV and 
ice dispenser for your bruises, 
the UC has you covered. 
Who needs a mall when you can do your own designer shopping in 
the UC building? Buy bags, dog carriers and much more at the new 
Louis Vuitton store. Unfortunately, there is no student discount. 
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Ask Alliant About Education 
At our San Diego campus, we offer: 
• TeachersCHOICE preparation programs 
* Early Completion Option; 
California Teaching Credential in Nine Months 
* Masters in Education: Teaching, offered with 
the Early Completion Option or online 
* Master's in Education with credential in one year 
• Auditory-Oral Certificate 
• School and Educational Psychology 
* Masters in Education, School Psychology Credential 
Doctorate in Educational Psychology 
• Teaching English to Speakers of 
Other Languages (TESOL) 
« Masters in Education, TESOL 
• Doctorate in TESOL 
TESOL Graduate Certificate or CLAD Certificate 
• Educational Leadership 
Master's in Educational Administration 
Doctorate in Educational Leadership and Management 
for more information!, 
or to attend an open House 
call l-866-U-ALLIANT or 
email admissions@alltant.etiu 
Now Accepting Applications 
lor Fail 2007 
ALLIANT fNTf &HATIONAI UNIVERSITY 
Graduate School of Education 
www.alifartt.edu/gsoe 
SmfmwMo * 
to$ * h mm * lrv*»e 
ATTENTION STUDENTS, 
FACULTY, & STAFF! 
Do you have United Health Care Dental 
Insurance? 
Here's part of what your plan covers: 
- 50% Deductible 
- $1500 benefits per year 
-100% coverage on cleanings, exams and 
X-rays 
-80% coverage on fillings, root canals, and 
periodontal treatment. 
- 50% coverage on crown, birdge and 
dentures. 
Dr. Marc Bowers is now accepting patients with United Health Care 
Dental Insurance! 
Mar Bowers, DDS 
3737 Moraga Ave, B-206 
San Diego, CA 92117 
Call: (858) 273-0700 
. .iMaami I - • „ Mm 
This spring, throw a whole lot more life into your break. At 
Reno-Tahoe, you'll find a place 
entertainment and culture are anything but textbook. 
You'll find slopes to ski and hike, dozens of courses to 
golf, lakes to sail, rivers to fish, and a world-class kayak 
course carving its way through a downtown that's 
legendary for its entertainment and gaming and for an 
arts and culture scene that's refreshing and renowned. 
, .• • ... . - • • . t: !• . ' 
be. Escape to Reno-Tahoe with Southwest Airlines. 
To book your flight today go to 
FiyRenoTahoe.com/Southwest  o r  c a l l  
>  '  1 - 8 8 8 - 4 8 9 - 2 8 7 7 .  
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